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SIERRA SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION 

How to Maximize the Benefits of Link 
Maintenance 

  
 
Link Maintenance is a function that allows users to update bibliographic locations as well as 
rearrange attached records alphabetically by location name. 
 
The advantage for the library is that users no longer need to update bib records one at a time when 
adding or removing attached records or when making other types of maintenance changes. Nor do 
they have to resequencing attached records manually after adding new items. Instead, all needed 
updates can be done as a single batch process, maximizing staff time and preventing human error 
such as forgetting to change the bib location after updating attached records. 
 
Topics 
 

• Options for running the program 
• Options for updating bib locations 
• Options for rearranging attached records 
• Special situations 
• Daily Record Link Maintenance file 
• Troubleshooting Daily Record Link Maintenance problems 

 
This resource discusses the options available for customizing Link Maintenance set-up in order to 
make it work as effectively and efficiently as possible for libraries. 
 
Options for running the program 
 
Maintain Record Links: Staff run Maintain Record Links manually, choosing to update a review file, a 
range of records, or all records in the database. 
 
Daily Record Link Maintenance (manual): Staff run Daily Record Link Maintenance manually. The 
system prepares a special Daily Record Link Maintenance file containing the record numbers of 
bibliographic records that may need updating based on changes made to their attached records. 
This option is preferred by larger institutions because it requires much less time to complete than 
Maintain Record Links. 
 
Overnight Daily Record Link Maintenance (automatic): Staff can opt to have Daily Record Link 
Maintenance run automatically at a time they choose. For most institutions, it makes sense to set 
up the automatic job (cron job) to run overnight. You can request that this be set up on your 

https://myproquest.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/ITLC-Public/Edj9VGhwM7FIu16tEu8mdpIBJtHeBRqx1uBR8vMVoU7W_Q?e=cjHN9H
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system by opening a ticket with Support. Overnight Daily Record Link Maintenance creates a Link 
Maintenance report. 
 
Note: Running Link Maintenance automatically does not preclude running it manually. See Special 
Situations below. 
 

Options for updating bib locations 
 

Link Maintenance uses the Link Maintenance Location Mapping Table to update bibliographic 
record locations. 
 
Link Maintenance Location Mapping Table 

 
 
Selecting record types 
Library staff may select record types to use when evaluating bibliographic record location changes. 
The default set-up is a choice of items or checkins or orders or 'all'. 
 
Alternatively, library staff may request a customized choice that requires Innovative set-up. Choices 
for a custom set-up include the following: 
 

• a single record type (always, no chance to choose a different record type) 
• a combination of any two record types (always, no chance to choose a single record type) 
• all three record types (always, no chance to choose a single record type) 

 
Note: Selecting one record type to run the program and then rerunning with another record type 
will remove the changes made in the first pass. The Link Maintenance program recreates the 
locations field each time it runs. Changes are not cumulative. 
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Default Choice 
 
Choice of Items, Checkins, Orders, or All 

 
 
Custom Choices 
 
Single Record Type (Pre-selected via Innovative Set-up) 

 
 
 
Combination of any two record types (Pre-selected via Innovative Setup) 

 
 
All Three Record Types (Pre-selected via Innovative Setup) 

 
 
Choices for updating bib locations when attached records are deleted 
 
When a library first sets up maintain record links, normally the system will be profiled so that there 
is no change made to the bib location when the last attached record of the designated type(s) has 
been deleted. 
 
Library staff may choose one of two alternative options for updating bibliographic record location 
codes when all attached records of the specified type(s) have been deleted. 
 

• "multi" to "none" Choice: 
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Change a "multi" location in a bibliographic record to "none" if all the attached records of 
the specified type have been deleted. 

• Any location to "none" choice: 
Change any bibliographic record location to "none" if all its attached records of the 
specified type have been deleted. This affects both location "multi" and single-location 
codes. 

 
 

Options for rearranging attached records 
 
Selecting record types 
Library staff may select record types to sort. The choices are the same as for evaluation of bib 
record locations (above). 
 
Alternate Location Name Mapping Table 
The default sort order is alphabetical by location name (names are defined in the Branches Table), 
but library staff may request an alternate Location Name Mapping Table to sort items in some 
other order. In order to set up the alternate Location Name Mapping Table, Innovative staff will 
request that the library provide a list of all location codes used in attached records with labels that 
force the alphabetical sort of their choosing. 
 
Note: The labels in the alternate Location Name Mapping Table are used for sorting only and do 
not display in the WebPAC. 
 
An alternate Location Name Mapping Table is simply a text file, consisting of the library's location 
codes on the left side (padded with spaces to five characters as needed), delimiters to separate 
code and label, and labels that force the codes to sort into the order the staff prefer. The labels can 
be any alphanumeric text string. They will only be used for sorting purposes. The WebPAC displays 
the location names found in the Branches Table. 
 
The library retains a copy of the table. This way the library can request additions, deletions, or 
other changes via Support. The library should keep records of changes to the alternate Location 
Name Mapping Table that staff have requested. 
 
Staff may use the examples below as a model for creating their own alternate Location Name 
Mapping Table to give to Innovative staff when requesting this set-up. 
 
The Johnstone Branch Library's attached records would normally rearrange alphabetically by 
location name in this order: 
 

  

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sril/sril_sys_param_branches.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sril/sril_sys_param_branches.html
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Johnstone Branch's Locations 

 
 
Staff prefer to sort attached records in order of locations most commonly used to least used (or 
which staff wish to be least prominently featured). To do this, staff create an alternate Location 
Name Mapping Table. 
 
Johnstone Branch's Alternate Location Name Mapping Table 

 
 
Labels with Sorting Letters Highlighted 
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A best practice when creating the alternate Location Name Mapping Table is to use a label scheme 
that will allow staff to add more labels anywhere within the table. 
 
For example, the Johnstone Branch Library creates two location codes which must be added to the 
alternate Location Name Mapping Table. The library can easily add additional labels at any point 
within the table. 
 
Johnstone Branch's Updated Alternate Location Name Mapping Table 

 
 
Additional Examples of Portions of Alternate Location Name Mapping Tables 
 
Many libraries incorporate the actual Branches File location names into their alternate sorting 
labels as a convenience for staff who maintain the table. There is no obligation to do this. Any 
alphanumeric text can be used as a sorting label. 
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If library staff would like to sort by location code rather than label, this is possible by setting up an 
alternate Location Name Mapping Table which uses the codes as the sorting labels. 
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Alternate Location Name Mapping Table That Sorts in Code Order 

 
 

Special situations 
Library staff sometimes wonder if the choices for sorting attached records must be the same for 
Maintain Record Links, Daily Record Link Maintenance, and Overnight Daily Record Link 
Maintenance. In fact, choices can be different if this serves the needs of the institution. 
 
Example: Special Sorting Needs 
 
A library with extensive multi-volume holdings wants to sort by volume/location, not 
location/volume. Currently library staff manually resequencing newly attached items with volume 
fields. The library would like to resequencing only items without volume fields and would like to use 
Overnight Daily Record Link Maintenance for updating bib locations. Is this possible? 
 
Yes, the library can use review files for gathering bibliographic records whose items should be 
sequenced (items without volume fields). The library can manually run Maintain Record Links on 
these review files, choosing to resequencing only. The library can use Overnight Daily Record Link 
Maintenance for updating bibliographic locations. The process can be set up to update bib locations 
and not resequencing attached records. 
 

Daily Record Link Maintenance file 
The Daily Record Link Maintenance program examines and updates bibliographic records in the 
system-generated Daily Record Link Maintenance file, rather than all of the bibliographic records in 
your database. The transaction processing program (control) enters the bibliographic records into 
the Daily Record Link Maintenance File whenever an attached item, order, or checkin record (the 
library may customize record types examined) is created, deleted, or modified, whether singly or in 
batches. Circulation activities will not cause bibliographic records to be entered into the file. 
 
The default size for the Daily Record Link Maintenance file is 250,000 records. If the file reaches this 
size, the transaction processing program will halt all processing until the file has been processed 
with the Daily Record Link Maintenance menu option. You may request Support that the file size be 
increased. 
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You can check the number of records awaiting Daily Record Link Maintenance in the Admin App. 
See System status. Innovative recommends that libraries using manual Daily Record Link 
Maintenance process the Daily Record Link Maintenance file each day as it may grow rapidly on 
larger, busier systems. 
 

Troubleshooting Daily Record Link Maintenance problems 
If you are concerned that the automatic Link Maintenance process is not running, please try the 
following steps: 
 

1. View your Link Maintenance report. 
2. If the report shows that the program is not running, try running Daily Record Link 

Maintenance manually. You may have some obsolete location codes in your mapping table 
that are preventing the overnight program from running correctly. If so, running it manually 
will resolve that problem. (Avoid this problem by properly deleting location codes). 

3. If the report shows it is running correctly and you have example records that do not appear 
to have been updated, check that all the appropriate location codes are in the Location 
Mapping Table and try running the regular Link Maintenance process on an example 
record. 

 
 
 
This publication is supplied for the exclusive use of customers of Innovative Interfaces with the 
understanding that it shall not be shown or distributed to anyone outside of the customer's 
organization without the prior written permission of Innovative Interfaces. This publication may be 
copied only if the copies are for the exclusive use of staff members of libraries that have purchased 
the Innovative system. 
 
© 2022, Innovative Interfaces, Inc. 
 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sadmin/sadmin_admin_corner_system_status.html
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